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Resources

Resources
Medien Downloads
Downloads for your event and advertisement.

Oﬃcial LPD logo

Download with transparent background:
100x50 | 150x75 | 300x150 | 600x300 | 900x450 | 1200x600
Download with solid white background:
100x50 | 150x75 | 300x150 | 600x300 | 900x450 | 1200x600
Licence
The logo uses free graphics and fonts:
Tux, based on the original by Larry Ewing, in the version of Victormoz
the base for the listeners (Contributor nicubunu unter CC0 1.0 by OpenClipart)
The used font is FreeSans.
Licence of the LPD logo: WTFPL (1.0). The logo is “copyright free”.
It may be used
to link to pages of this website
to create digital and print material related to an event that is announced here.
to report on individual LPD events or the LPD in general.
Note of thanks: The concept for the event and the logo were created by Hauke Laging, the name
was coined by Philipp von der Linden. The logo was created by Ralf Vögtle, Annette Kalbow and Hauke
Laging using Inkscape.

QR code
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Vorlagen: Plakate, Flyer, Sticker und mehr
_FIXME Template server not available
You can ﬁnd a lot of material for print use here:
https://wolke8.fkn-systems.de/nextcloud/index.php/s/xi4CwKfcrrWWCer
You may choose from the available ﬁles. You may also create a folder with your templates to share
with other groups. Licence must be “Free4All”. Create a folder with your user group name for it. Add a
PNG with the same name to enable a preview.

Examples of LPD announcements of user
groups
Get inspired by what others did:
Germany, LUG Braunschweig [BS-LUG]
Germany, Villingen-Schwenningen
Germany, Schnee Eifel

Tools for wiki editors
See font-icons on: https://fontawesome.com/v4.7/icons/
Learn DW-Bootstap on: https://lotar.altervista.org/wiki/wiki/plugin/bootswrapper

Infrastructure for your LPD organization
Provided by FKN-Systems, if you see ﬁt.
Directly usable:
http://l-p-d.org/
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CryptPad - End2End encrypted pad
text, code, presentation, spreadsheet, survey, kanban, whiteboard, CryptDrive
Online-Web-Chat
Available after registration and approval:
Friendica Socialmedia, Blog, Infostream
HubZilla Socialmedia, Blog, Infostream
On request at FKN-Systems:
Gitea Git-Hub Alternative
Cloud Speicher, Kalender, Colab, …
Online Akademie (Online Lernen, Lehrmittel verwalten)
RSS-Sammler
…
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